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Abstract

Lake et al. [5] presented the Omniglot data set, made up of 1,623 different hand-
written characters from 50 different alphabets, and designed to study how people
generate and classify those characters. They also proposed a model for one-shot
learning of new concepts based on inferring compositionally structured generative
models, and using those models to transfer from familiar concepts to new ones.
Their Bayesian Programming Language (BPL) model was able to both classify
and generate characters from the Omniglot data set in ways that were similar to
adult behavior. However, adults have many years of experience, and even explicit
instruction in producing and comprehending letters. Would a similar model apply
to children without this extensive prior knowledge? In this paper we introduce a
new data set called Omniglot Jr. that is composed of a subset of the Omniglot letters
as generated by children aged 3-6. We present the results of training BPL with
children’s data in both classification and generation, and find that BPL achieves
higher classification accuracy and generates more adult looking letters than the
children. We challenge alternative models to perform on this data set. We also
present the challenge of reproducing the children’s distinctive pattern of mistakes.
Skills such as character recognition depend on the learning we do as children; this
challenge should help us understand how that learning is possible, and how it can
be simulated in computational systems.

1 Background

People can often generalize concepts from just a single example, while machine learning algorithms
typically require hundreds or even millions. Lake et al. [5] studied this ability to learn from just a
few examples in the domain of handwritten characters. They proposed a Bayesian Programming
Language (BPL) model for one-shot learning of new concepts based on inferring compositionally
structured generative models, and transferring from familiar concepts to new ones. They also found
that unlike competing models, the BPL model could both classify the letters and generate them.
Can we train the BPL model on children’s letters and expect the same results in classification and
generation?

We present our novel data set called Omniglot Jr., which was generated by children aged 3-6
producing the same characters as the adults from the original Omniglot data set. We were interested in
having children draw and classify these letters to test the assumption that prior knowledge influences
classification and generation. Adults have many years of experience, and even explicit instruction
in producing and comprehending letters. Children without that prior knowledge, might use very
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Figure 1: Examples of the 20-way classification task completed by adults (left), and the slightly easier
4-way task completed by children (right).

different learning mechanisms. In this work, we question if one or few shot learning might depend on
extensive background experience and a long period of training. If so, would a similar model to that in
Lake et al. apply to children without this extensive prior knowledge and experience, children who are
just beginning to read and write if they are doing so at all?

211 preschool children were asked to first draw novel characters from Omniglot after seeing just
one example, generating 1,396 total letter trajectories, and then were asked to perform a 4-way
classification task, similar to the 20-way task from Lake et al. [5] (Figure 1). We then trained the
BPL model on the children’s data set and had the model classify and produce letters as well. While
BPL was able to both classify and generate letters on par with human adults, it behaved in ways that
had both interesting similarities and differences from the children and these differences are important
to truly understanding how humans develop the ability to recognize, parse and generate characters.

2 Data Set

211 children aged 3-6 were asked to draw and classify novel letters from the original Omniglot data
set (select alphabets: Angelic, Glaglotic, Keble, Manipuri, Aurek Besh, Avesta, Greek, Malayam,
Oriya, Sylheti). Children drew 8 letters on average on an iPad, which captured their strokes and the
order in which they were drawn. The full data set amounts to 1,396 characters. For each character we
retain stroke order, trajectory (stored in a csv file), and an image. Data were collected at the Boston
Children’s museum and Berkeley schools. For model training, we split the data into train and test sets
with 747 examples from 12 alphabets, and 649 examples from 10 alphabets respectively.

3 Modeling

The BPL framework introduced in Lake et al. [5] represents alphabet characters in terms of composi-
tional programs. This approach differs from traditional neural networks in that it represents concepts
as programs made up of small compositional parts. Trained on a set of children’s drawings, BPL
learns a set of primitive substrokes that form compositional units of larger programs. Following
the approach in (Lake et al), we split children’s drawings into strokes and substrokes, characterized
by brief pauses in pen movement across the page. Substroke trajectories are normalized in time
and space and fit with a spline with 5 control points. A Gaussian Mixture Model is used to cluster
all substrokes into 350 primitive substroke types. When the model trains, it also learns transitional
probabilities between primitives, which represent the likelihood of two substrokes occurring together.
This information forms BPL’s knowledge about how the strokes can be combined to form characters.

During the classification regime, BPL uses MCMC to perform an efficient search over all possible
compositional programs to find the most probable sequence of primitive strokes that fits the target
image of a character (the program for that character). It then calculates the cost of refitting the
target program to all test images and selects the one with the highest log posterior probability. For
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Figure 2: (Left) Average number of strokes per character example, we find that children are using
more strokes to create the same characters than the adults. (Right) Number of sub-strokes for
a character with K strokes. We find that children are using more sub-strokes per character than
adults. Each stroke is initiated by pressing the pen down and terminated by lifting the pen up,where
sub-strokes are separated by brief pauses of the pen.

generation of novel letters, BPL again finds the most probable program for the target letter and
implements it with the introduction of some random noise parameters to generate a replica.

For all modeling, we use Lake et al’s [5] implementation of the BPL code. We chose to focus on BPL
specifically because it is the only model proposed for Omniglot that is able to achieve near human
level performance on both the classification and generation tasks, thus making it a natural choice
to compare on children’s data. Standard pre-trained image classifier models such as Deep Siamese
ConvNets [4] and ResNets are very good at classifying images after training on large data sets; and
powerful generation models such as the Variational Homo Encoder [3] or the Generative Neuro-
Symbolic model [1] exist, but there isn’t one model that can do both well. Several meta-learning
algorithms, like prototypical networks [8] and MAML [2] that specifically attempt to handle the
one shot classification case, have been proposed, but none of these are able to effectively exploit the
compositionality of the handwritten characters like BPL [6].

4 Results

We first analyzed the stroke trajectories in our data set and compared them to the original Omniglot
data set comprising adult-generated letters. On average children used more strokes and sub-strokes
per letter than adults, see Figure 2. Further, we examine how children generate and classify letters
and compare their performance to the BPL model. We generally find that children are able to
classify letters significantly above chance, and appear to be parsing out the key features of each letter.
However, children struggle to produce quality letters due to their lack of motor control and take
longer to produce each letter.

4.1 Classification results

Classification allows us to test children’s ability to parse and differentiate novel characters after
seeing only a few examples of character types. This type of classification can be challenging for
classification models which require more training.

The classification task was designed to be deliberately difficult for both image classifiers and humans.
We used Infinite Mixture Prototypes (IMP) [7] to learn prototypical vector representations of each
letter in our data set. We then select characters that appear along the boundaries between classes
as the test images for our classification task. Proximity to the boundary admits that the test images
may look similar to the classification target, making the task more challenging both for humans and
algorithms alike.

Children achieve 72.67% accuracy on our 4-way classification task, beating the random guess
baseline of 25%. For comparison, adults achieved 95% accuracy on the original 20-way Omniglot
classification task. We then compare several other models on their classification abilities of this same
task. BPL trained on children’s drawings achieves a score of 83% averaged over the 24 questions.
We find that children are classifying above chance, and BPL has an even higher accuracy.
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Figure 3: BPL (left) vs Children (right) performing the generation task with Manipuri letter pā as
the seed. Children capture the vertical and (some) horizontal features of the character, but overall
produce lower quality shapes compared to BPL.

4.2 Generation results

While children seem to be able to parse novel characters well, as demonstrated by their good
performance on the classification task, they struggle to reproduce the visual forms on paper. In Figure
3 we observe some characteristic features of the seed character in the children’s attempts to reproduce
the letter pā from the Manipuri alphabet. These attempts maintain several features of the original,
such as the “legs” but they fail to come together into a cohesive letter shape. BPL, on the other hand,
produced much higher quality replicas of the seed images, suggesting that it had inferred the correct
structural primitives even from the children’s noisier and messier examples.

We hypothesized that lack of motor control is preventing children from drawing well formed letter
shapes. To investigate further, we tweaked various motor parameters in the Omniglot BPL algorithm
to emulate the children’s letter generation results. We performed a grid search, testing different
combinations of the epsilon (random noise) and sigma (Gaussian blur) parameter on select characters
(manipuri33, keble26, malayalam43, and angelic9). On all of these characters increasing the random
noise parameter made the resulting motor program significantly noisier and arguably a bit more child
like. However, it was difficult to balance this parameter; typically the resulting outputs were either too
noisy or not noisy enough. We were unable to produce consistent outputs that had a comparable noise
level to that of children. The blur sigma parameter on the other hand, seemed to have no significant
qualitative effect. We leave further experimentation for future work.

5 Conclusion

We presented a novel data set consisting of over 1,300 examples of children’s (ages 3-6) character
drawings from the Omniglot data set, where each character contains the stroke information and order.
We find that children are producing the correct primitives in order for the model to recognize all the
correct characters in classification, and the model is able to generate characters at an adult level, but
physically the characters look messier than the adult characters, both at the level of fine detail and in
terms of structure. At some level children have the correct abstract generative structure, However, we
don’t understand what factors lead to the distinctive and characteristic errors that children produce.
We pose two benchmark challenges for ML systems. First, can they, like the BPL model, both classify
and generate letters correctly based on the children’s data? We question whether other more bottom
up systems could be as successful with this kind of noisy data. Second, can they, unlike the current
BPL model, reproduce the children’s pattern of errors? The adult ability to recognize characters is
somehow developed and learned by children who initially lack that ability, and who have relatively
little data. By emulating both the unique performance and the unique mistakes of children in these
tasks we can begin to understand how humans learn to parse and recognize novel characters. We
hope that our data set will be used for innovative comparisons between machine learning algorithms
and children.
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